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12
Introduction

During the development of the systems described in the previous parts we also

investigated various aspects of embodied evolution. The chapters in this part

focus on the behaviour of the robots in systems where the robots are not tasked

with aggregation nor is there any evolution of the bodies. Here we focus on

three aspects of embodied evolution: migration policies, the fitness evaluation

time as a parameter and the combination of environmental pressure with one

or more tasks.

As discussed in Chapter 2 in embodied evolution each robot can be considered

an island in an island model EA. In embodied evolution candidate solutions are

almost always migrated between the robots in some manner. In Chapter 13 we

investigated several migration policies. These policies govern three features of

migration policies: which candidate to send (migrant selection), which robots
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Chapter 12. Introduction

to send it to (island topology) and under which conditions the new migrant is

accepted into the local population of the receiver (admission policy).

Another important aspect of embodied evolution is the period in which the

candidate solution is allowed to move and act in the environment. This period,

the fitness evaluation time, is an inherent attribute of evolutionary robotics

in general where individuals are judged for what they do rather than what

they are. [61] did an extensive parameter sweep for an evolutionary robotic

experiment, one of their main conclusions was that the fitness evaluation time

(τ) was the most influential parameter for their algorithm and a prime candidate

for a control scheme. In evolutionary strategies the go-to control scheme is

self-adaptation, i.e. to make the parameter a part of the genome and adapt it

in a similar manner. In Chapter 14 we investigated whether it was practicable

to self-adapt the fitness evaluation time. That is, does self adaptation perform

reasonably well compared to fixed parameters and does it adapt to changes

without human intervention.

The last aspect we investigated was the combination of environmental

pressure with one or more tasks. In Part I we used environmental pressure

as the driving force for evolution, but we still had a fitness function. medea

developed by Bredeche et al. [19] goes a step further as it does not have a fitness

function at all and relies on environmental pressure and the interaction between

robots for open-ended evolution. This makes evolution a force for adaptation,

rather than optimisation. This open-endedness is also present in the Triangle

of Life as we investigated in Part II. This raises the question: how can we add

a task to this open-ended evolution such that robot organisms become fit for

purpose (task) as well as fit for the environment?

For this the monee algorithm was developed, based on the medea algorithm:

The idea behind this algorithm is to let survivor selection drive the open ended

adaptation based on the environment, while parent selection –done by the

robots– using a form of fitness function drives the optimisation of the controllers

for one or more tasks. In Chapter 15 monee has been implemented as a proof

of concept and applied to a relatively complex environment (in the sense of

obstacles) and a number of different types of pucks to collect, each type of puck
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is a different task. Here we focussed on seeing if the robots adapt to suit the

task, whether all tasks are performed equally well and how the system reacts

to changing tasks. In Chapter 16 the monee algorithm is investigated further

reiterating the questions on whether the robots adapt to suit the task and

whether the tasks are performed equally well, this time the market mechanism

is analysed more in depth. Furthermore we investigate whether the swarm

distributes the tasks well if one task is easier than the other.
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